
Dear Jeff, 	 12/30/76 

When I got home last night I was tired. I got up the usual early hour this morning 

to catch up acme and be prepared for the coming of a friend I hope will be able to 

take some trees down for me, after which I'll convert theme lie I can to firewood, asI've 

been doing since the last time he did thin. I've not yet unpacked ay bag. 

I apprecaiate your showing me your look to the future at the end of the hearings. 

I skinned it and answered your question, do I have any problems with it. I said I don't 

and in fact I don't, if that is what you, individually or collectively want to do. There 

was no time for more conversation about it. 
$. 

But I don t want you to misunderstand from tne brevity of it all. t is not for we 

or for any of my time. 

. 

	

	The basic reason is because I see** esbemuchanoe of any of your proposals working 

out constructively and frankly I see no ohms, of any of you obeogiegas  would  be 

necessary for anything of the nature to work out °Our than your collective Jtriullammatein 

has worked out, even with the prospect of their lest-minute Frankenstein serechansing 

into a Was. 

Bothing person. No anger or bitterness. but in plain English you remain the 

victims of your OVA intellectual incest and in plainer legit& Atoka*. 

Like Oglesby and that uspesitable debasementof fact awe intelieceee and he the 

intellectual e of a l'orriejOswald/Mareelle cabal. (I asked him the basis for this at 

the hurried. end. All I recall is approximately "didett you knew?) 

The is but one example. >< select it because useri is the so-called intellootual 

eminence grime and because he hae the credentials of his radical past. 

I braOket the real disappointment for me. Mesh's incredible personal endorse-

ment of a monster who shames, deeengy, is incapable of honesty and sakes any of the 

Commission people lode geeds incouding the worst of them. This kind of judgement is 

selfedeetrusties. 
Santayana said, wisely, that he who does not learn from the oast is doomed to 

relive it. lou people have not learned this and as if yesterday were pursuing the 

same selfisheness that you do not recognise as aelfisimess and again blew the oppore 

tunities there were forsaking effective use.of the liadtsed opportunities there were. 

If after the past en this you cannot overcome it you will not with swami venture. 

It is good for young peep). to repaid nothing as impossible. livery once in a 

while young people sake the impossiblk the actuality. but the yeses have taught me 

that there are maw impossibilities to be assaibed. And I hope they also have taught 

se to peek and choose between the inpoesibilities to be accomplished. 

There is another question. The years also have *seem me to try to look ahead 

and to estimate consequences. I do et think you have done this with your now proposals, 

any one of the alternatives I recall from your ammo. 



among the meanings I extract from this is that you have not learned from your 
owes pasts, your many mietAkes and their consequences. Ay opinion is that the con, 

sequences are all bad. even the accidental accomplidhments are bad and even in that 
area all of you, collectively, ado* the possibilities presented. If at some point 
in the future you want to brainstorm this I'd do it if you make a tape and give it 

to the Archive at Wisconsin. 

There is no Phenix of wood to rise from the Mabee of the bed represented by ehat 

lead to and fostered this committee and still reaches out to attribute good of its evil. 
You had this sketch of possibilities for perpetuating yourselves but you had se 

;Imes for doing anything about the coning  report. which I regard as the immediate 

problem to be faced. There ten° oompoiltiou between the two so I wonder about the 

absence of the radiate and the interest in what follows it rather than IA it. lest 

may have endorsed the Oommitteels eopOut In advance for it, giving it credentials it 

cannot earn or obtain in any legitimate way. 
This is off the top of the head. I've not had tine to think it through. Taking 

the time to give you dueorgansied. peonteanous reactions is intended constrictively. 
i 

- den t oar*, PoroodollY. what you do indloidual4 or calentiviare 
When you refer people to me I'll serve them an best I can, sanest recently I 

did with the woman from tacifica and with CILmseine torah of the Dallas Morning Uwe. 
I took the time you, so»oadled subbot experts should have and should have dons en 

your own without serving her - to identify all the motorcycle *cps immediately 
'around the limo and tosive her the citations to testimony, plus a fill-in on why they 

did net depose Jim Chaney', the fourth. 
Defers getting to the other things that await 	take a minor example of the 

inadomposay of your approach to the spinals* as they came up, with the analysis of 

the tape and its meaning. 

The first proof of the preemie* of a potential or possible or probable gunman at 
the pant decided on was in Whitewash I, which was completed 05/65. The evidence 

used to Illustrate this is the identical photo the comeittee used yesterday, in 
facsimile in OW I and more with the juxtaposition of the ill's suppression of that 
evidence cad its amnia& st ilia is not ea, which goes for the first publication 
of both the existence of this special segment of police taps and the means of studying 

it. It is inersible to se that you se-called subjeot expert were not prepared with it 
and again I wonder if you all have such poor memories of whether it was because Penn 

iMO4014 not AID, poba±admi it in 
8/TI. (de you know, when 1  learned that you had googol 

en this z went without being able to use it all morning so °gleeby could have it for 

possible wee on PBS.) 

This simple combination is a comprehensible and fairly thorough deatruetion of 
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the oommittee, its intent, its competence, its honesty all areas. ut has spent all 

that money and come up with nothing more than partial confirmation of what dates to 

early 1965 and by means published more than 15 months ago. 

As you will notice I have attributed no good to it in anything I've aaid. this 

is not because I'm inflexible or hardheaded. The plain and simple reason is truth. 

They have been a bad influence, a destructive influence, aad they've laid the beats for 

any future body of your condeption succeeding it perpetuating the evil accompliehed. 

In tAi they are also cheap crooks. I did not toll the Post that they gypped ma 

out of expenses for two trips to Washington they asked of me, which is true. Instead 

I told them that as of yesterday they were stealing Oro4aoss work while gywiag him 

out of payment for it as well as credit. 

In short, I will speak no gmmi of those who burn mu home down simply because 

they let a few trees stand. And if they [should pihnt a new tree or two I would not 

forget that they burned my home down. 

There remains the alternatives made impossible by the time anci effort and money 

invested in this abortion. What else could have been done with that? What might still 

be done with what it will rewire to attempt to bring your new concepts into being'? 

Nave you considered any of this? 

So 

 

do your thing. If you believe it and believe you should then it is right and' 

proper for you to try to do what you believe is right. I happen to disagree with 

it but that is my view and you have ti live with your own beliefs, again individually 

and oollectively. 

As I said yesterday, some of the recent stuff can;t even be called bullahit becauee 

there is some value in bullshit. It can be fretiliser. 

I don t know what I will consider important in the future or what will compete 

for my time or what I'll be up to. But I can tell you that if there are future 

efforts with such sturr as the Oglesby fabrications, which are the perpetuation of 

the ripoffs of the LIB of old, I'll be tempted not to be guild. There simple has to 

be an end of =factual allegations. They are dishonest and they are self.. destructive. 

I dent are bow geboinelorogesby may believe these lies they are still lies and I now 
find that the shit thrown at all of you for them has also hit me. I Vlink  too such of 

the work I've done and still hope to do not to consider making some effort at clean-

sing myself if there is any more of this. AN4 I paranttee you that I am not impressed 

by any intellectual pretensions any more then I fear debating any one who again mori 

any such things if there is the opportunity. 

To the degree I can have anything to do with thio all lies. rooardloos of what 

other* think these lies are, are 'going to have to stop or there is going to be the 

risk of response: I believe 'titan had better keep this possibility in mind with 

ghat 4  presage now are only tentative plans. Sincerely, 



Dear Paul, 	 2/30/78 

Aeclased is the hasty letter I wrote Jef woldberg this morning after ahasty 

skimming of his assortment of proposals for the future. 

In it a make reference to your comment on Blakey, which I regard as a personal 

endorsement of him and am a professional endorsement of his war. 

If you would care to provide an explanation for this belief that I do not find 

in that AIN newsletter I would be interested. I regard the man's record an monetrous, 

as of inoredible dishonesty, and that this dihoneety is both personal and professional. 

Ieetriating myself of the al case I give you a simple illustration, a brief note 

I passed to ;,erdner about the title the internal mutual...admiration* "emit started 

to gush forth ores staff and Bomber mouths, beginning with Blakey's. 

I asked his it he recalled a single effort the committee made to place Oswald 

either at the so-called sniper's nest or anywhere near the scene of the mime. 

I ask you the same question and add Ray and the King assassination to it.: 

This is Blakies resPookrhilitY• 

We have a eirrimillion investigation and 40 effort to place either accused even 

in a position to have pulled either 3ob and yet you endorse the man responsible. 

This example pope into mind while I rush to get to other things. it is typical. 

it is the committee01sheyee record. 

I'm hoping to be able to get to files I've not had time to examine but have 

received. First soke scoUsailidWid legal work. I hope no new emergencies in these - 

ease come up so I can go over records. 

114V0 a good year, 


